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  Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2 

Year group    

 

EYFS 

 

Superheroes 

Creating characters 

Traditional Tales Space/Rockets/Monsters/Aliens 

 

Castles and 

Knights 

Minibeasts 

 

Year 1 

 

Woodland animals/dinosaurs 

 

Castles and knights 

 

Summer/Hartlepool 

 

Year 2 

 

Woodland animals/dinosaurs 

 

Castles and knights 

 

Summer/Hartlepool 

 

Year 3 

 

The Iron Man Volcanoes Stone Age 

 

Ancient Egyptians  

 

Year 4 

 

Stone Age Ancient Egyptians The World Cup 

Go International 

 

Year 5 

 

Harry Potter Space Travel 

History of transport 

Ancient Greece 

 

Year 6 

 

Sail & Steam Ancient Greece The Lake District/ 

The Natural World 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 Key skills in  

 

EYFS  

Music should be linked to current cross curricular topic, use as a tool for learning and memory aid.   

(See EYFS curriculum) 

Nursery rhymes, songs (often with actions), counting songs, 

Body percussion and simple use of percussion instruments.   

Keep the beat in different ways – clap, stamp, nod etc.   

Listen to a variety of music and respond, (e.g. move, dance, paint to music, discuss the obvious features, eg fast /slow, loud 

/quiet, gentle, lively etc) 

UEYFS “Beat Babies” – chants & rhymes to a steady pulse with the beat baby characters. 

 

 

 

Year 1 

Music should be linked to current cross curricular topic, used as a tool for learning and memory aid.   

Singing and Playing Instruments:  explore pulse (beat) & rhythm, pitch, dynamics, (long/short, fast/slow, loud/quiet) 
 
Exploring and developing skills in pitch, pulse and rhythm.  

Sing a variety of songs, rhymes and chants, with and without actions. 
 

Use different voice styles, eg high, low, squeaky, growly, whisper, chant etc.  

Voice percussion sounds. 
 

Accompany music & songs with clapping, body percussion and percussion instruments. 
 

Develop awareness of pulse – steady beat. Find & move/ clap to the pulse activities. 

 

Develop awareness of rhythm – often by finding the rhythm of the words of a song, contrasting this with the steady beat. 

 

Play games which develop listening skills and pulse, rhythm and pitch awareness. 
  

Make sounds which are: long/short; fast/slow; quiet/loud; high/low. 

 

Teach names of percussion instruments and other relevant instruments. Teach good instrument handling skills. 

 

Listening, Responding & Appraising 

Listen to, respond and move in different ways to music, describe feelings images etc. 
 

Listen to a range of music from different genres and times,(eg, current music, classical, jazz, vocal/ instrumental, film & musicals etc) 
select for topic links or particular musical elements 
 

Listen for changes in sounds using a limited number of instruments, eg drums, piano, guitar and listening games with percussion sounds. 

 



Composing 
Use familiar songs and chants to develop own lyrics to a familiar tune. 
 

Percussion – explore own rhythm  ideas linked to work about pitch, pulse and rhythm eg 
pass an instrument around the circle – how many different sounds/ rhythm patterns can be made, tap the patterns of topic related words – 
then identify them. 
 

Make sound effects linked to topics. E.g. rapid light tapping sounds for minibeasts, create a firework sounds for Guy Fawkes etc  

 

Combining skills & Performing 
Ongoing “every day” performance – eg to celebrate progress of learning at the end of a lesson. 

 

End of unit “special occasion” performance to celebrate learning, eg for another class, KS, as part of a class assembly, e.g. sing songs with 

percussion accompaniment, story-telling, simple musicals or excerpts from musicals. 

 

 

 

Year 2 

Music should be linked to current cross curricular topic, use as a tool for learning and memory aid.   

Singing and Playing Instruments:  explore pulse (beat) & rhythm, pitch, dynamics, (long/ short, fast/slow, loud/quiet, 

legato(smooth & flowing)/ staccato (sharp, short, jerky). 
 
Exploring and developing skills in pitch, pulse and rhythm.  

Sing a wide variety of songs, rhymes and chants, with and without actions. 
 

Accompany music & songs with clapping, body percussion and percussion instruments. 
 

Develop awareness of pulse – steady beat. Find & move/ clap to the pulse activities. 
 

Develop awareness of rhythm – often by finding the rhythm of the words of a song, or topic related words, contrasting this with the steady 

beat. 
 

Revisit names of percussion instruments and other relevant instruments. Ensure good instrument handling skills. 

 

Use simple instrument groupings, eg shakers/tappers/scraper or wood/metal/ plastic/”skin”. 
 

Identify & make sounds which are: long/short; fast/slow; quiet/loud; high/low. 

 

Using simple signs and signals (hand signals & picture signals) for stopping and starting and changing sounds, (eg getting louder, quieter, 

faster etc) 

 

Listening, Responding & Appraising 

Listen to, respond and move in different ways to music, describe feelings images etc. 



Listen to a range of music from different genres and times,(eg, current music, classical, jazz, vocal/ instrumental, film & musicals etc) 
select for topic links or particular musical elements 
 

Listen for changes in sounds, for a limited number of instruments, eg drums, piano, guitar and listening games with percussion sounds. 

 

Composing 
Percussion – explore own ideas linking to work about pitch, pulse and rhythm eg 
pass an instrument around the circle – how many different sounds/ rhythm patterns can be made?, tap topic related words with different 
rhythmns – learn then identify them. 
 

Devise a simple accompaniment to a song or backing track, or make sound effects for a story etc.  
 

Combining skills & Performing 
Ongoing “every day” performance – eg to celebrate progress of learning at the end of a lesson. 

 

End of unit “special occasion” performance to celebrate learning, eg for another class, KS, as part of a class assembly,  e.g.  songs with 

percussion accompaniment, story-telling, simple musicals or excerpts from musicals. 

 

 

 

Year 3  

Singing and Playing Instruments:  explore pulse (beat) & rhythm,  pitch, dynamics, (long/ short, fast/slow, loud/quiet, 

legato(smooth & flowing)/ staccato (sharp, short, jerky), timbre (different types and qualities of sounds). 

 
Exploring and developing skills in pitch, pulse and rhythm.  

Sing a range of songs including a variety of styles & genres and from different times.  

 

Begin to be aware of the format of songs, (eg verses and chorus, repeating tune or lyrics, songs that tell a story or depict a scene.) 

 

Accompany songs with clapping, body percussion, untuned and tuned instruments. 

  

Further develop awareness of pulse and rhythm, combining them.  Explore repeating patterns (ostinati) and begin to maintain a part, eg 

combining pulse and one or more rhythm. 

 

Play games which develop listening skills and pulse, rhythm and pitch awareness. 

 

Revisit dynamics from KS1 and use them in singing and rhythm activities. Further develop awareness of duration (long/short), tempo 

(fast/slow), pitch (high/low) and quiet/loud. 

 

Build on KS1 skills playing percussion instruments, using and developing knowledge of pulse and rhythm. E.g. Organize percussion instruments 
into 2 or 3 groups, (e.g. by how they are played - tapping, shaking, scraping, or by instruments that are tuned or untuned, or instruments 
that can make long or short duration sounds.  



Continue to develop the use of signs and signals (role of conductor) and written symbols. Begin to develop knowledge of rhythm notation 

(walk, running, stay notes and rests). 

 

Listening, Responding & Appraising 

Listen to and respond to music, describe feelings images and musical effects.  

 

Listen to a range of music from different genres, countries and times,(eg, current, music, rap, R&B, dance, classical, jazz, vocal/ 
instrumental, film & musicals etc) - linked with topic. 

 

Begin to listen for known musical elements and their effectiveness e.g. how dynamics are used to create an effect, how instruments are 
used to create a mood, listen for repeating patterns, a particular instrument etc.  
 

Listen to and identify a wider range of instruments, including some orchestral instruments.  

 

Composing 

Use games which give a brief opportunity to compose own ideas applying their knowledge of rhythm and pitch. E.g identify the line of a song, 
pass an instrument around a circle how many rhythm patterns can be made? Explore rhythm patterns using their name, musical register, etc 

 

Use a known song/tune to develop own ideas for lyrics. 

 

Percussion – explore own ideas using their knowledge of pitch, pulse and repeating rhythms  

 

Devise a two layer accompaniment to a song or backing track.  

 

Combining skills & Performing 
Ongoing “every day” performance – eg to celebrate progress of learning at the end of a lesson. 

 

End of unit “special occasion” performance to celebrate learning, (eg for another class, KS, in a class assembly) e.g. excerpts from a musical, 

percussion band, topic related songs with accompaniment. 

 

 

 

Year 4 

Singing and Playing Instruments:  explore pulse (beat) & rhythm,  pitch, dynamics, (long/ short, fast/slow, loud/quiet, 

legato(smooth & flowing)/ staccato (sharp, short, jerky), timbre (different types and qualities of sounds). 
 
Exploring and developing skills in pitch, pulse and rhythm.  

Sing a range of songs including a variety of styles & genres and from different times.  

 

Begin to explore reasons for songs being written, their style and effectiveness.  

 

Accompany songs with clapping, body percussion, untuned and tuned instruments. 



Further develop awareness of pulse and rhythm, combining them. Use repeating patterns (ostinati) and maintain a part, eg combining pulse 

with more than one rhythm. 

 

Play games which develop listening skills and pulse, rhythm and pitch awareness. 

 

Use dynamics in singing and rhythm activities. Further develop awareness of duration (long/short), tempo (fast/slow), pitch (high/low) and 

quiet/loud. 

 

Play percussion instruments, using and developing knowledge of pulse and rhythm.  Organize percussion instruments into 3 groups, playing 

different parts, to explore and develop layers in music.   

 

Continue to develop the use of signs and signals (role of conductor) and written symbols. Begin to develop knowledge of rhythm notation 

(walk, running, stay notes and rests). 

 

Listening, Responding & Appraising 

Listen to and respond to music, describe feelings images and musical effects.  

 

Listen to a range of music from different genres, countries and times,(eg, current, music, rap, R&B, dance, classical, jazz, vocal/ 
instrumental, film & musicals etc) - linked with topic. 

 

Listen for known musical elements and their effectiveness e.g. how dynamics are used to create an effect, how instruments are used to 

create a mood, listen for repeating patterns.  

 

Listen to and identify a wider range of instruments, including some instruments from other countries. E.g. African drums, pan pipes, bag 

pipes.  

 

Composing 
 

Use a known song to develop own ideas for lyrics. 

 

Devise a two or three layer accompaniment to a song or backing track, applying their knowledge of rhythm notation and symbols.  

 

Apply knowledge of expressive musical elements and musical skills to make a topic linked composition. (“Painting a picture” with music) 

 

Combining skills & Performing 
Ongoing “every day” performance – eg to celebrate progress of learning at the end of a lesson. 

 

End of unit “special occasion” performance to celebrate learning, (eg for another class, KS, class assembly)  
e.g. Performance of a simple musical (or excerpts from a musical), percussion band. Begin to apply knowledge of dynamics to performance. 



Explore an  aspect of History of music: - (link to History) 

e.g. drumming through the ages, origins of a song genre, investigate a particular composer, celebration of  a musical era, (eg 60s and 
Beatlemania, celebrating pre WW2 jazz with Glenn Miller, best of the current charts, move /dance to excerpts from  famous composers 
e.g. Grieg’s ‘Peer Gynt suite’– ‘Hall of the mountain king’,  
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Year 5 

 

Singing and Playing Instruments:  explore pulse (beat) & rhythm,  pitch, dynamics, (long/ short, fast/slow, loud/quiet, 

legato(smooth & flowing)/ staccato (sharp, short, jerky), timbre (different types and qualities of sounds). 
 
Exploring and applying skills in pitch, pulse and rhythm.  

Sing a range of songs including a variety of style & genres and from different times.  

 

Further develop awareness of the format of songs, (eg verses and chorus, repeating tune or lyrics, songs that tell a story or depict a 

scene).  

 

Accompany songs with clapping, body percussion, untuned and tuned instruments.  Accompany songs with several layers of music. 

 

Continue to play games which challenge listening skills and pulse, rhythm and pitch awareness. 

 

Further develop awareness of pulse and rhythm, combining them.  Identify and use repeating patterns (ostinati) and maintaining a part 

developing three or more layers of music.  

 

Further develop and apply knowledge of dynamics and use them in singing, instrumental and combined activities.  

 

Use combined musical elements to create effect musical layers, including digital music/ICT.  

 

Further develop and use knowledge of rhythm notation (walk, running, stay, skipping notes and rests). 

 

Listening, Responding & Appraising 
Listen carefully to detail and respond to music, describe feelings images and a range of musical effects.  

 

Listen to a range of music from different genres, countries, cultures and times,(eg, current, music, rap, R&B, dance, classical, jazz, vocal/ 
instrumental, film & musicals etc) and begin to have some awareness of their musical origins - linked with topic. 

 

Begin to listen for a range of known musical elements and their effectiveness e.g. how dynamics are used to create effects, how combined 
instruments are used to create a mood.  
 

Listen to and identify a wider range of instruments, including instruments from other countries and cultures. E.g. African drums, pan pipes, 

bag pipes. 



Composing 

Write own lyrics either for a known tune, or own music.  

 

Explore and practice own ideas using their knowledge of rhythm, pitch, dynamics and expressive musical elements, to produce a layered 

composition linked to topic, including ICT. 

 

Apply and use their knowledge of notation to record compositions. 

 

Combining skills & Performing 
Ongoing “every day” performance – eg to celebrate progress of learning at the end of a lesson. 

 

End of unit “special occasion” performance to celebrate learning, (eg for another class, KS, class assembly)  
e.g. Performance of a simple musical (or excerpts from a musical),  percussion band, dance/move to garage band / purple mash composition. 

 

An aspect of History of music: - (link to History) 

e.g. drumming through the ages, origins of sea shanties, investigate a particular composer, celebration of  a musical era, (eg 60s and 
Beatlemania, celebrating pre WW2 jazz with Glenn Miller, best of the current charts, move /dance to excerpts from  famous composers 
e.g. Grieg’s ‘Peer Gynt suite’– ‘Hall of the mountain king’,  
 

Maintain a part, playing individually, or in a group or with a whole class.   
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Year 6 

Singing and Playing Instruments:  explore pulse (beat) & rhythm,  pitch, dynamics, (long/ short, fast/slow, loud/quiet, 

legato(smooth & flowing)/ staccato (sharp, short, jerky), timbre (different types and qualities of sounds). 
 
Exploring and applying skills in pitch, pulse and rhythm.  

Sing a range of songs including a variety of style & genres and from different times.  

 

Investigate reasons & purposes that have inspired songwriters and consider their style and effectiveness.  

 

Explore how songs are put together, eg where there is repetition of melody/ new melody introduced and explore how music and lyrics work 

together. 

 

Accompany songs with clapping, body percussion, untuned and tuned instruments developing several layers of music. 

 

Continue to play games which challenge listening skills and pulse, rhythm and pitch awareness. 

 

Further develop awareness of pulse and rhythm, combining them.  Use repeating patterns (ostinati) and maintain a part developing three or 



more layers of music.  

 

Further develop and apply knowledge of dynamics and use them in both singing, instrumental and combined activities.  

 

Use combined musical elements to create effect musical layers, including digital music/ICT.  

 

Further develop and use knowledge of rhythm notation (walk, running, stay, skipping notes and rests). 

 

Listening, Responding & Appraising 
Listen carefully to detail and respond to music, describe feelings images and a range of musical effects.  

 

Listen to a range of music from different genres, countries, cultures and times,(eg, current, music, rap, R&B, dance, classical, jazz, vocal/ 
instrumental, film & musicals etc) and begin to have some awareness of their musical origins - linked with topic. 

 

Begin to listen for a range of known musical elements and their effectiveness e.g. how dynamics are used to create effects, how combined 

instruments are used to create a mood.  

 

Listen to and identify a wider range of instruments, including instruments from other countries and cultures. E.g. African drums, pan pipes, 

bag pipes. 

 

Composing 
Write own lyrics either for a known tune, or own music.  

 

Explore and practice own ideas using their knowledge of rhythm, pitch, dynamics and expressive musical elements, to produce a layered 

composition linked to topic.  

 

Apply and use their knowledge of notation to record compositions. 

 

Combining skills & Performing 
Ongoing “every day” performance – eg to celebrate progress of learning at the end of a lesson. 

 

End of unit “special occasion” performance to celebrate learning, (eg for another class, KS, class assembly)  
e.g. Performance of a simple musical (or excerpts from a musical),  percussion band, dance/move to garage band composition. 
 

An aspect of History of music: - (link to History) 

e.g. drumming through the ages, origins of sea shanties, investigate a particular composer, celebration of  a musical era, (eg 60s and 
Beatlemania, celebrating pre WW2 jazz with Glenn Miller, best of the current charts, move /dance to excerpts from  famous composers 
e.g. Grieg’s ‘Peer Gynt suite’– ‘Hall of the mountain king’,  

 



 

 


